Identification of a statistical method as a quality tool: patient's length of stay in the operating room.
To identify a statistical method that may express the patient length of stay in the operating room and build a 'matrix of relationship' for optimizing this time, the real and exact time of the operation. The analysis of survival and the Kaplan-Meier estimator allowed to calculate the survival curves for different times and the 'matrix of relationship' with 10 hypothesis to help in choosing the new operation. The study consisted of a simple random sample of 71 patients, from elective operations for adults in Cardiac Surgery/Clinics Hospital/Unicamp, with confidence level of 95% in 2008. On average, the times of the operations over at a range of 140 minutes to 200 minutes and excess from 5 minutes to 90 minutes. In general, on average, one operation was daily performed within 520 minutes, for a time of 720 minutes. 1) With the maximum available time of 720 minutes is not possible to perform surgery, unless using the 'matrix of relationship', whereas the maximum time available varies between 660 minutes and 690 minutes, considering the range of cleaning of the room. 2) The time of the patient in the operating room is a time that includes the time of learning by the student in an university hospital school. 3) When optimizing the time, most patients will benefit, causing a decrease from the waiting list for new opeartions. 4) The 'matrix of relationship' allows to view and express opinion on a better decision making in addition to decide upon several assumptions.